Job Ref DK02478

Energy Utilisation Specialist
Denmark
Job reference:DK02478

Do you have technical knowledge within electrical, cooling, water, waste water and/or thermal systems,
and do you want a job with freedom to create high impact on a global level? If so this is your
opportunity. You will join Projects & Technology in Kolding, however as expert you will have all of Europe
and/or North America as your workplace. Projects & Technology is responsible for identifying and
implementing utility saving projects in industry. We cover technology, change management and software
and we are selling performance, not products.

Identify and quantify energy saving opportunities within industries
As Energy Utilisation Specialist your primary focus is to identify and quantify utility saving opportunities
within industries. Your work mostly takes place at customer facilities in Europe and North America but
could also include globally smaller projects and energy audits. You are expected to travel +120 days per
year, and your place of living could be e.g. Germany, the UK or elsewhere in the EU. In details you have
responsibility for:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

site, application and equipment efficiency analysis including relevant calculations and measurements
performing energy/utility audits to identify saving potential within both technical and behavioral
improvement
preparing technical specifications
calculating saving and investment costs
preparing reports and presentations
technical advice during the implementation process
verification of actual savings achieved

+10 years’ experience as Utility/Energy Advisor
You have an Engineering degree at Master’s level – mechanical, chemical, environmental or energy.
Added to this, you have +10 years’ experience from a career as Utility/Energy Advisor within food,
beverage, pulp & paper or another process industry. This has provided you with technical knowledge of
utility supply systems and end-use applications. Your travel experience has sharpened your ability to
cover more roles when needed, and you are used to take benefit of your English and German language
skills. You have a highly structured work approach and you are used to creating results on your own
without loosing the ability to perform as part of a team. You can also perform within a frame of defined
processes and tools. Finally, it is crucial that you are able to communicate on all levels with a genuine
multicultural approach.
For further information about the position,
please contact Henning B. Frisk, Director of Projects and Technology, at +45 2361 2294.

Danfoss A/S is one of Denmark’s largest industrial companies. We have an annual turnover of around
DKK 22 billion, and have around 26,000 employees worldwide.
We provide solutions within Climate and Energy, a sector we see as a major driving force in the future
world economy. We show leadership in business through reliability, excellence and innovation. No matter
where you find yourself at Danfoss, the customer is at the center. Our work reflects our corporate
behavior; trustworthy, innovative, global, with respect for local cultures and constantly working towards
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sustainable results.
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